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18 Explaining the dynamics of gas-saturated live petroleum in deep water remains a challenge. Recently, 
19 Pesch et al. (Environ. Eng. Sci. 2018, 35, 289−299) reported laboratory experiments on methane-saturated 
20 oil droplets under emulated deep-water conditions, providing an opportunity to elucidate the underlying 
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21 dynamical processes. We explain these observations with the Texas A&M Oil spill/Outfall Calculator 
22 (TAMOC), which models the pressure-, temperature-, and composition-dependent interactions between: 
23 oil-gas phase transfer; aqueous dissolution; and densities and volumes of liquid oil droplets, gas bubbles, 
24 and two-phase droplet-bubble pairs. TAMOC reveals that aqueous dissolution removed >95% of the 
25 methane from ~3.5-mm live oil droplets within 14.5 min, prior to gas bubble formation, during the 
26 experiments of Pesch et al. Additional simulations indicate that aqueous dissolution, fluid density changes, 
27 and gas-oil phase transitions (ebullition, condensation) may all contribute to the fates of live oil and gas 
28 in deep water, depending on the release conditions. Illustrative model scenarios suggest that 5-mm 
29 diameter gas bubbles released at <470 m water depth can transport methane, ethane, and propane to 
30 the water surface. Ethane and propane can reach the water surface from much deeper releases of 5-mm 




35 Petroleum fluids comprised of gaseous and liquid phases may enter deep water through natural seeps,1–
36 6 small-scale leaks during industry operations,7 leaking abandoned wells,8,9 or major accidents such as the 
37 Deepwater Horizon disaster.10 During such events, the coupled chemical and physical dynamics of the 
38 released gaseous and live liquid petroleum phases largely determine the trajectories and fates of these 
39 fluids in the near environment. Whereas the physical behavior of gas bubbles are well-documented,6,11–20 
40 few direct observations have revealed the chemical and thermodynamic behavior of live liquid petroleum 
41 under shallow or deep-water conditions in either the field or the laboratory.4–6,21–25 Limited field 
42 observations have been made on composition, dynamic behavior, ebullition, and oil-to-gas phase 
43 transfer,4–6,25 and laboratory observations have been made on methane-saturated live oil with and 
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44 without a pressure drop at the release orifice.21–24 We define “live” liquid oil as the fluid which occurs as 
45 a liquid oil phase at the release depth, and which is comprised of both light and heavy components such 
46 that it would occur as two phases, liquid and gas, at water-surface conditions.26 Live oil contrasts with 
47 “dead” liquid oil, which is defined as a fluid sufficiently depleted of light components that it would occur 
48 as only a liquid phase at both deep-water and water-surface conditions. 
49 As a consequence of its composition, live liquid oil is potentially susceptible to several thermodynamic 
50 and chemical processes in deep water (defined here as >100 m depth) that are distinct from processes 
51 expected for dead oil. However, due to the lack of available direct observations, the processes affecting 
52 live liquid oil droplets under deep-water conditions have been inferred largely from model predictions. 
53 Based on the thermodynamics of petroleum gas-liquid equilibrium under the high-pressure conditions in 
54 deep water, C1–C5 hydrocarbons may be significantly dissolved in the live liquid oil phase, whereas these 
55 compounds would reside primarily in the gas phase at water surface conditions.25,27–32 Models indicate 
56 that several competing processes may subsequently act on these live liquid oil droplets during their ascent 
57 through deep water: (1) aqueous dissolution continually transfers C1–C5 hydrocarbons (as well as some 
58 larger hydrocarbons including BTEX) from ascending droplets into ambient water; (2) the liquid petroleum 
59 may become over-saturated with gas due to decreasing ambient pressure, leading to a liquid-to-gas phase 
60 transition (ebullition) and partial phase transfer of light components from the petroleum liquid to gas 
61 phase; and finally (3) continual changes occur in the densities and volumes of the oil droplets and gas 
62 bubbles, which depend on their ongoing changes in pressure, temperature, and compositions.27,28,33 These 
63 coupled processes together also influence the buoyancy, size, and viscosity―and thus vertical rise 
64 velocities―of predicted two-phase droplet-bubble pairs,23,24,28 which are confirmed to exist by 
65 observations5,16,18,23,34–36 (right-most panel of Figure 1b). However, due to the paucity of direct 
66 observations in the field or laboratory, the dynamical interplay of these processes for free rising live oil 
67 droplets had only been investigated through model simulations28 until recently.
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68 High-pressure laboratory measurements reported by Pesch et al.23 provide the first direct, quantitative 
69 observations of free rising live oil droplets undergoing the coupled physical and chemical processes that 
70 are relevant in deep water. In repeated experiments, these researchers studied an oil droplet that was 
71 initially saturated with methane under high pressure conditions and then placed within a counter-current 
72 flow channel filled with artificial seawater at high pressure (151 bar). The vertical flow channel kept the 
73 droplet in a stationary position while the pressure of the system was decreased at a constant rate. This 
74 experimental investigation confirmed that a methane-saturated droplet can evolve gas and thus transition 
75 into a two-phase droplet-bubble pair under certain laboratory conditions. In a follow-up study, a similar 
76 apparatus has been used by the same team to study conditions with a pressure drop at the release 
77 orifice.24 
78 In the present study, we show that the published laboratory data37 of Pesch et al.23 can be largely 
79 explained in terms of phase transition, phase transfer, and mass transfer, which are encoded in the 
80 previously validated11,12,27,28,33,38–40 Texas A&M Oil spill/Outflow Calculator (TAMOC) model.28,38,41 The 
81 present results provide the first validation of the TAMOC model against direct observations of live oil 
82 droplets under emulated deep-water conditions, adding new support to key assumptions that were 
83 applied in previous simulations of live petroleum fluids released into the deep sea during the Deepwater 
84 Horizon disaster.28 Bolstered by this broadened validation, the TAMOC model is then used to explain the 
85 physical and chemical controls on the behaviors of C1–C3 hydrocarbon compounds in the near-field of the 
86 release during Deepwater Horizon. Looking ahead, we also explore the conditions that would trigger gas-
87 oil phase transitions in the field, and we evaluate the influence of release depth on these processes.
88 Methods
89 Laboratory data of Pesch et al.23,37 Pesch et al.23 saturated Louisiana Sweet crude (LSC) oil with pure 
90 methane at 151 bar (absolute pressure). A methane-saturated liquid oil droplet of 0.013–0.030 mL was 
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91 released into a counter-current flow channel filled with artificial seawater, where it maintained an almost 
92 stationary position in a flow of recirculated seawater (Figure 1a). This closed system contained 150 mL of 
93 artificial seawater at a constant temperature of 20°C, which had been initially saturated with atmospheric 
94 gases at 1 atm (~1 bar) and was absent of methane.42 Nine independent experiments were conducted 
95 using methane-saturated (live) LSC oil, and three experiments were conducted with methane-free (dead) 
96 LSC oil. During each of these 12 experiments, the system pressure was steadily decreased until it reached 
97 1 atm, using a constant decompression rate (1, 5, or 10 bar min-1). Overall, four types of experiments 
98 (differing in live or dead LSC oil and given decompression rate) were each repeated three times; these 
99 triplicates differed only in the initial droplet diameter. The researchers monitored the diameter of the 
100 droplet over the course of each experiment (Figure 1b). The duration of each experiment (15, 16, 30, or 
101 150 min) varied depending on the decompression rate.
102 The Texas A&M Oil spill/Outflow Calculator (TAMOC).27,28,38 TAMOC is a multiphase buoyant plume 
103 modelling suite that simulates the three-dimensional ascent trajectories of live oil droplets, gas bubbles, 
104 and two-phase attached droplet-bubble pairs, together with the dynamical changes in their densities, 
105 viscosities, and volumes, fully coupled with the processes of gas-oil partitioning, gas-oil phase transitions 
106 (ebullition and condensation), and aqueous dissolution kinetics.27,28,33,43 These processes are 
107 parameterized based on pre-existing formulas12,15,44–61 as previously described27,28,38 and are explicitly 
108 dependent on pressure, temperature, and petroleum composition represented by individual compounds 
109 and/or pseudo-components.27,62 The previously-validated thermodynamic module27 predicts gas-oil 
110 equilibrium partitioning and densities of the gas and liquid oil phases based on the Peng-Robinson 
111 equation of state47,48 with volume translation,51 a method that is widely accepted by the petroleum 
112 industry.63 The resulting fluid property predictions have been validated for pressures of ≤1,000 bar 
113 (corresponding to water depths ≤10,000 m) and temperatures of -2–30°C.27 TAMOC has been successfully 
114 validated for methane bubbles (in the laboratory and field) and for fractionations of C1–C20 compounds 
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115 (in the field), based on data encompassing pressure conditions spanning 1 to 151 bar,11,12,28 as well as for 
116 multiphase plume behavior.38 The key governing equations used in TAMOC for the simulations reported 
117 here are described in Supporting Information section S1. The assumptions and boundary conditions for 
118 its application to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill and to individual live oil droplet and gas bubble 
119 simulations are reported in sections S2 and S3.
120 Application of the TAMOC model to the laboratory conditions of the live oil droplet experiments. The 
121 TAMOC code described above was applied to simulate the laboratory experiments by Pesch et al.23 None 
122 of its calibration parameters were modified, and the model setup was appropriately adapted to match 
123 the experimental settings (temperature, pressure, salinity, initial droplet diameter, and live-oil 
124 composition) and to operate within a fixed volume of seawater. The model simulated the following 
125 coupled processes, which were considered relevant during the experiments: the dynamical density, 
126 viscosity, and volume changes associated with the live oil droplet or two-phase droplet-bubble pair; gas-
127 oil transition to a two-phase droplet-bubble pair and associated gas-oil partitioning according to the 
128 thermodynamic module (described above); and aqueous dissolution kinetics of individual chemical 
129 components.27,28,38,43 These modeled processes are explicitly dependent on pressure, temperature, and 
130 petroleum composition.27,28 A model petroleum composition of 23 chemical components (Table S3 in Gros 
131 et al. 201862) was employed to represent LSC oil and methane, based on distillation cut and asphaltene 
132 content data available in the ADIOS oil library64 and various estimation methods.62,64 The model is 
133 predictive and contains no parameters that were tuned using the data reported by Pesch et al.23
134 To initialize the model, the simulated LSC oil was saturated with methane by a gas-oil equilibrium 
135 calculation (“flash calculation”) at 20°C and 151 bar, which mimicked the laboratory conditions, assuming 
136 a gas-to-liquid volume ratio of 1:10 ml ml-1 at the flash conditions. This volume ratio ensured that the 
137 liquid oil phase was fully saturated with gas at the prescribed conditions. Then, the behavior of this 
138 methane-saturated initially-liquid droplet was simulated within a fixed, 150-mL volume of recirculating 
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139 seawater subjected to the experimental decompression rate (1, 5, or 10 bar min-1). The kinetics of 
140 reversible mass transfers between the petroleum phase(s) and seawater were predicted for water-soluble 
141 petroleum components and also for the two major atmospheric gases (N2 and O2) initially dissolved in the 
142 seawater. The model predicts the evolving composition of seawater, petroleum liquid, and petroleum gas 
143 (if present) during the course of the laboratory experiment, including prediction of the formation of a gas 
144 phase (if thermodynamically allowed) from the petroleum liquid. In these calculations, the kinetics of mass 
145 transfer between petroleum phase(s) and seawater were assumed to follow the rates for “dirty” droplets 
146 and bubbles (with suppressed internal circulation) in a quiescent ambient reservoir,46 consistent with the 
147 approximations in our previous simulations of the Deepwater Horizon accident.28 The dirty-interface 
148 assumption is consistent with the laboratory observations of Pesch et al.23 The model further assumes 
149 that gas-oil partitioning of the petroleum phases is instantaneous with respect to changing conditions of 
150 pressure, temperature, and chemical composition. The assumed instantaneous phase equilibrium within 
151 the droplet-bubble pair is supported by field observations of a liquid CO2 droplet experiencing ebullition 
152 and massive phase transfer over 3 m of ascent (12 s) initiated at ~391 m depth,65,66 where the gas-liquid 
153 equilibrium condition corresponded to 397 m depth. In other words, the model assumes that the kinetics 
154 of phase transfer between the gas and oil are fast (non-limiting) relative to other processes, whereas the 
155 kinetics of mass transfer into water (from either gas or oil) are simulated explicitly (assumed rate-limiting, 
156 based on calculations reported in Supporting Information section S4). By assuming gas-oil equilibrium 
157 within the droplet-bubble pair, the fugacities are equal in the oil and gas phase. Finally, in the case of oil 
158 droplet ebullition, the model assumes that the two ensuing phases (gas and liquid) remain attached 
159 together, consistent with the quantitative laboratory observations of Pesch et al.23 and further supported 
160 by qualitative observations at natural seeps.5,16,18,34–36  As a simplification, the droplet-bubble pair 
161 (containing both liquid oil and gas) is assumed to form a sphere, with the two phases joined as two 
162 horizontal spherical caps that form the top (gas) or bottom (oil) portions of the sphere.28 The aggregate 
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163 fluid properties of these bi-phasic entities (including interfacial tension with seawater and density) were 
164 calculated as reported previously,28 and are used to calculate derived properties such as rise velocity 
165 (Supporting Information section S1).28
166
167 Results and Discussion
168 TAMOC simulations explain the observed dynamics of live and dead oil droplets (experiments 1–12). To 
169 guide the reader through our interpretation of the Pesch et al.23 laboratory observations,37 we first discuss 
170 experiments 1–3 in detail. These experiments effectively illuminate the interacting dynamics of several 
171 physical and chemical processes affecting live oil droplets, due to an unusually-high decompression rate 
172 that takes the system from 151 to 1 bar in just 15 minutes (10 bar min-1). While individual droplets cannot 
173 rise at this rate (1.7 m/s), droplets transported in a rising plume above a deep-water blowout may 
174 experience these velocities for a short period near the release (section S10).
175 To represent the averaged conditions of experiments 1–3 of Pesch et al.,23 the modeled live oil droplet 
176 was assigned an initial diameter (dp,0) of 3.49 mm. During the initial 13 min of these experiments, the 
177 observed live oil droplet diameter shrinks by 5–7%, consistent with the simulated value of 6.0% (Figure 
178 2a), and explained by the model as transfer of 95% of the methane into the water phase by aqueous 
179 dissolution (Figure 2c). During this time the system pressure decreases from 151.0 to 21.0 bar (Figure 2b). 
180 During the final 3 min of the experiments, the system pressure decreases from 21.0 to 1.0 bar over 2 min 
181 and is then held at 1.0 bar for the final 1 min. The observed and simulated droplet diameters both increase 
182 significantly (71–98% and 63%, respectively) during these final 3 min, explained by the model as ebullition 
183 of methane and other light molecules in the liquid oil to form a gas phase, augmented by gas-volume 
184 expansion due to pressure decrease (Figures 2d,e). Overall, the simulated diameter of the live oil droplet 
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185 agrees well with the reported observed values over the course of the experiment, exhibiting a root-mean-
186 squared error (RMSE) of 1.3% (Table 1, Figure 2a).
187 The model reveals that, in experiments 1–3, aqueous dissolution removed 97% of the initially-present 
188 methane from the live oil droplet and transferred it into the water within just 16.0 min (Table 1, Figure 
189 2c). This prediction is confirmed by an experimentally-derived estimate of the total depletion of methane 
190 (93–96%) from the live oil droplet over the same period, based on a calculation of the methane mass 
191 necessary to achieve the reported experimental diameter of the two-phase droplet-bubble pair at the 
192 final time point (Table 1). By contrast, if aqueous dissolution of methane is disabled in the simulations, 
193 the simulated droplet diameter deviates far above the observed values (Figure 2a), and the RMSE value 
194 increases to 104% (Table 1, Figures 2a, S7a).
195 Validated by the available observations from experiments 1–3, TAMOC simulations provide further 
196 insights into the unobserved underlying processes that occurred within the high-pressure vessel. Despite 
197 experiencing an extremely rapid decrease in pressure (151.0 to 8.1 bar) during the initial 14.3 min (Figure 
198 2b), the oil droplet did not produce any methane gas: the rapid kinetics of methane dissolution into water 
199 prevented the live oil droplet from reaching gas supersaturation and ebullition. In other words, the change 
200 in droplet composition brought by aqueous dissolution of methane caused a decrease of the bubble point 
201 pressure that outpaced the decrease in system pressure within the experimental vessel (Figures 2b and 
202 S13). During this period, the simulated density of the live oil droplet also increased from 752 kg m-3 to 840 
203 kg m-3 (Figure 2e), due to the loss of 96% of its initial methane content (Figure 2c). After 14.3 min, carrying 
204 only 4% of its initial methane, the simulated oil droplet became over-saturated with methane and other 
205 dissolved atmospheric gases, due to the 8-fold drop in pressure (8.1 to 1.0 bar, Figure 2b) during the next 
206 0.7 min of the experiment (14.3–15.0 min). This over-saturation produced immediate ebullition followed 
207 by equilibrium-controlled transfer of methane (80.1%), N2 (9.3%), O2 (4.6%), and other light petroleum 
208 compounds (6.1%) from the oil to gas phase (predicted mole percentages reported in the gas at 16 min). 
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209 This simulated gas bubble contained N2 and O2 (in addition to methane) because these atmospheric gases 
210 were also present in both the live oil droplet and the seawater. 
211 During the final 1.1 min of experiments 1–3, the fast-growing gas phase constituted most of the volume 
212 of the two-phase droplet-bubble pair (Figure 2d).  According to the model, the rapid expansion of the gas 
213 phase during the final 1.7 min (14.3–16.0 min) resulted from two simultaneous effects: the rapid oil-to-
214 gas phase transfer of 70% of the methane remaining in the oil phase to the gas phase (Figure 2c) and a 
215 simultaneous 6.7-fold decrease in gas density (Figure 2e), which reached 0.91 kg m-3 at 1.0 bar. At 16 min, 
216 the simulated volume of gas present relative to the initial droplet volume (2.9) is close to the 
217 experimentally-derived values (3.2–5.9) based on data37 from Pesch et al.23 (Table 1). The good agreement 
218 between simulations and observations during the final 1.7 min validates the model prediction that 96% 
219 of the methane in the oil droplet had dissolved into the aqueous phase prior to formation of the methane 
220 gas phase. By comparison, neglecting aqueous dissolution leads to model predictions that deviate far from 
221 the experimental observation (Table 1, Figures 2 and S7), which confirms the importance of the dissolution 
222 process.
223 Finally, ebullition of gas bubbles from the seawater phase was also observed at the very end of experiment 
224 2 (right-most panel of Figure 1b). This observation corroborates the TAMOC simulations, which predict 
225 supersaturation of aqueously-dissolved gases in the seawater during the final 1.03 min (grey-shaded 
226 regions of Figure 2). Apart from this prediction, TAMOC is not designed to explicitly model ebullition from 
227 the seawater phase, though it does model the kinetics of mass transfer between seawater and the 
228 droplet-bubble pair. Ebullition from the continuous seawater phase is not typically a relevant process in 
229 natural environments (discussed further in Supporting Information section S5). However, in experiments 
230 1–3, the recruitment of some of these seawater-produced gas bubbles to the live-oil droplet may partly 
231 account for the discrepancy between the modeled and observed oil droplet diameter at 16.0 min.
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232 Experiments 1–3 provide an appropriate data set for validating the TAMOC model under laboratory 
233 conditions that particularly favor ebullition of gas from live oil. But the rapid decompression rate (10 bar 
234 min-1) in these experiments would not normally be encountered by a suspended oil droplet experiencing 
235 vertical ascent in deep water due to its buoyancy or by buoyant plume advection. This accelerated 
236 decompression rate enhanced the rate and extent of phase transfer from the live oil droplet to gas. In 
237 order to emulate the live oil behaviors occurring in deep-water environments, it is more informative to 
238 consider experiments 7–9 of Pesch et al.,23 which employed a decompression rate (1 bar min-1) that more 
239 closely resembles realistic field conditions for individual droplets (Figures S10 and S11). 
240 For experiments 4–6 and 7–9, which applied decompression rates of 5 bar min-1 and 1 bar min-1, 
241 respectively, the modeled live oil droplet diameter agrees reasonably with reported observed values, 
242 exhibiting RMSEs of 1.3% and 2.0% (Figures 3a, S8a, and Table 1). TAMOC predicts that >99% of the 
243 methane initially present in the liquid oil phase dissolves into the aqueous phase during experiments 4–9 
244 (Figures 3c and S8c), consistent with the empirical estimates (97–99%) deduced from observations (Table 
245 1). For observations near the very end of experiments 4–9 (final 1–10 min, pressures ≤10 bar), the model 
246 correctly predicts the formation of a gas phase from the liquid oil but underestimates the observed extent 
247 of droplet growth (Figures 3 and S8). Similar to the situation for experiments 1–3 (discussed above), this 
248 discrepancy may result from the formation of small gas bubbles throughout the water in the vessel during 
249 the final seconds of experiments 4–9 due to gas saturation in the water phase (Figures 3b and S8b), which 
250 possibly accelerated the growth of the gas bubble attached to the live oil droplet (Figure 1b, right-most 
251 graphic).
252 Finally, for experiments 10–12 with LSC dead oil (absence of methane), the simulated diameter of the 
253 dead oil droplet remains little changed (<0.4% increase) throughout the experiment (Figure S9a). The 
254 slight decrease in diameter (3–5%) reported by Pesch et al.23 remains unexplained (Figure S9a, Table 1).
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255 For all four sets of experimental conditions (experiments 1–12), the TAMOC model successfully explains 
256 the reported droplet diameters with RMSE values of ≤2% (Table 1, Figures 2a, 3a, S8a, S9a). TAMOC 
257 simulations successfully captured the predominant physical-chemical processes in these experiments, and 
258 the model verifies the rapid removal of methane from live oil droplets (experiments 1–9) by aqueous 
259 dissolution (Table 1, Figures 2, 3, S7, S8). This conclusion contrasts with that of Pesch et al.,23,24 who 
260 interpreted that aqueous dissolution was a minor process (section S6).
261 Implications for understanding behaviors of live oil droplets in deep-water conditions. The present study 
262 reveals that aqueous dissolution removed 95% of the methane carried by the ~3.5-mm live oil droplets 
263 within just 11.5–14.5 min in experiments 1–9 (Figures 2, 3, and S8), prior to onset of ebullition, although 
264 these experiments employed conditions that artificially favored ebullition over aqueous dissolution 
265 (Supporting Information Section S11). The present study also supports key assumptions of the TAMOC 
266 model. Firstly, the ebullition of methane from oil and the subsequent gas-liquid partitioning can both be 
267 approximated with thermodynamic equilibria (i.e., the kinetics are fast such that equilibrium can be 
268 assumed). This conclusion is based on the observed agreement between the simulated and experimental 
269 diameters of the two-phase droplet-bubble pair at the end of experiments 1–3, despite the extreme 
270 decompression rate of 10 bar min-1. Secondly, the present work verifies the TAMOC assumption that a 
271 two-phase petroleum droplet-bubble pair remains attached after its initial formation. These validations 
272 bolster the assumptions that were applied in previous TAMOC simulations of petroleum fluid behaviors 
273 for June 8, 2010 in the near-field for the Deepwater Horizon disaster site.28 In the next two sections, we 
274 use TAMOC to investigate the behaviors of live oil droplets and gas bubbles under other, more 
275 environmentally-realistic conditions.
276 Role of live oil and gas for the transport of C1–C3 compounds during Deepwater Horizon. In TAMOC 
277 simulations of the situation on June 8, 2010 of the Deepwater Horizon disaster, we incorporated a 
278 multiphase buoyant plume model of the near-field, such that the predicted total ascent velocities of 
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279 simulated droplets and bubbles are determined by their individual slip velocities plus the vertical velocity 
280 of the multiphase plume,67 as described previously.28 The model set-up and limitations (including the 
281 effect of the pressure24,68 and temperature27,69 drops and the assumption of initial gas-liquid separation) 
282 are discussed in Supporting Information section S2. 
283 Live oil droplet behaviors during Deepwater Horizon. During Deepwater Horizon, the ascent and aqueous 
284 dissolution of C1–C3 compounds was predominantly controlled by live oil droplets rather than gas bubbles, 
285 according to TAMOC. Assuming a water depth of 1505 m (153 bar and 4.3°C), TAMOC’s thermodynamic 
286 model predicts that live oil droplets carried 51%, 74%, and 83% of the methane, ethane, and propane that 
287 exited the pared Macondo wellhead during the period June 4 – July 15, 2010.27,28 During their ascent 
288 through the deep sea, these liquid oil droplets did not experience significant ebullition, according to 
289 TAMOC (Figure 4a). Hence,  aqueous dissolution controlled the removal of C1–C3 compounds from live oil 
290 droplets during June 4 – July 15, and these compounds were consequently chiefly entrapped in the water 
291 column based on a simulation for June 8 (Figure 4c).28 These model predictions (Figure 4c) were validated 
292 previously28 with fractionation indices derived from measurements of C1–C3 compounds in the 
293 atmosphere70 and water column28,69,71 during Deepwater Horizon. Subsea dispersant injection (SSDI) at 
294 the pared wellhead was applied 94% of the time from June 4 until well shut-in on July 15, 2010,72 which 
295 facilitated the development of small oil droplets (0.12.3 mm) near the wellhead according to previously-
296 reported VDROP-J73 simulations for June 8, 2010,28 thereby favoring aqueous dissolution. Previously-
297 reported VDROP-J and TAMOC simulations predicted that larger droplets (0.4–7.6 mm) would have 
298 formed on June 8, 2010 had SSDI not been applied, leading to 29% of the emitted propane and small 
299 amounts of methane and ethane reaching the sea surface.28 These predictions are consistent with Figure 
300 5 (discussed below), and they illustrate the potential for significant flows of propane to reach the sea 
301 surface from a very deep release, depending on the release conditions. 
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302 Gas bubble behaviors during Deepwater Horizon. All gas bubbles produced immediately above the 
303 Macondo wellhead underwent gas-to-liquid transitions (condensation) during their ascent through the 
304 deep sea, according to TAMOC (Figure 4b and Supporting Information section S12).28  These deep-sea 
305 bubbles rapidly lost their methane to aqueous dissolution, which caused relative enrichment of ethane 
306 and propane and favored condensation of the gas into lightweight liquids, according to simulations. 
307 TAMOC predicts that small gas bubbles (<1-mm initial diameter) experienced condensation at heights of 
308 <200 m above the release location, whereas gas bubbles having 4-mm initial diameters experienced 
309 condensation at heights of 350 m above the release location according to simulations (Figure 4b) for June 
310 8, 2010, during which SSDI was applied. This state change produced liquid droplets that were smaller 
311 (Figure 4b) and denser than the originating gas bubbles, resulting in decreased ascent velocities and 
312 increased dissolution for each meter of upward travel. The rapid condensation of methane-depleted gas 
313 bubbles thus facilitated the ultimate entrapment of C1C3 compounds in the deep sea during this period 
314 of the Deepwater Horizon disaster (Figure 4c).
315 Role of live oil and gas for transport of C1–C3 compounds during shallow and deep-water releases. To 
316 further explore the conditions under which live oil droplets and gas bubbles may transport C1C3 
317 compounds to the sea surface, we conducted additional TAMOC simulations of hypothetical 5-mm 
318 diameter oil droplets and gas bubbles that were released at varied water depths ranging from 10 to 1500 
319 m (Supporting Information section S3). A petroleum mixture of fixed composition (23.5% C1C3 and 76.5% 
320 LSC oil, by mass) was assumed to equilibrate at each release depth into separate live oil and gas phases, 
321 which were simulated as independent live oil droplets and gas bubbles. The assumed separation of oil and 
322 gas at release point is partly substantiated by field observation of C1–C5 compositions of oil versus gas 
323 releases at a natural seep at 3,400 m water depth,6 though this remains a matter of future research 
324 (Supporting Information section S2). As described in section S3, the petroleum mixture was defined by 
325 combining a gas containing mole fractions of 83.4% methane, 9.9% ethane and 6.7% propane with LSC oil 
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326 such that the simulated in-situ gas-to-oil volume ratio was 0.4 at 1500 m water depth (153 bar and 4.3°C). 
327 This petroleum fluid composition represents a typical light sweet live crude oil, in which the distribution 
328 of C1C3 compounds represents a typical wet natural gas.74 To provide a screening-level assessment with 
329 simplified hydrodynamics, the buoyant plume dynamics created by entrained water were not included in 
330 the model. Hence these simulations approximate small quiescent releases like most natural seeps and 
331 some types of small leaks from operation infrastructure, which usually generate weak bubble plumes75 
332 leading to limited vertical acceleration of bubbles and droplets. 
333 First, we simulated 5 mm-diameter droplets of live LSC oil (containing 0.8–49.5% methane, 0.6–8.8% 
334 ethane and 1.3–8.8% propane, by mole) that were released at water depths ranging from 10 to 1500 m 
335 (Figures 5a–c, SI section S3). For these cases, TAMOC predicts that live oil droplets would transport 6–56% 
336 of the total released propane to the sea surface, depending on the release depth (10–1500 m), whereas 
337 1–12% of the total released ethane would be transported to the sea surface by 5-mm droplets released 
338 from depths of 10–1260 m (Figure 5f). By comparison, live oil droplets do not transport a meaningful 
339 fraction of the total released methane to the water surface, regardless of the release depth. TAMOC 
340 predicts that these large live oil droplets experience ebullition upon reaching depths of <70 m (Figure 5a), 
341 driven by ethane and propane. For example, after release from 500 m water depth, a live oil droplet is 
342 predicted to undergo ebullition at 19 m depth (Figure 5a), while still carrying 56% of the total released 
343 propane and 10% of the total released ethane (Figure 5c). After ebullition, the predicted gas volume 
344 reaches up to 5.3× the initial droplet volume (Figure 5b), which accelerates the ascent of the droplet-
345 bubble pair to the water surface. These predictions depend on the simulated initial droplet size, initial 
346 fluid composition, and other conditions at the release site. However, they reveal that live oil droplets can 
347 effectively transport ethane and propane to the sea surface from a wide range of release depths (Figure 
348 5f), subject to the interacting processes of aqueous dissolution, ebullition, and changing fluid densities 
349 and compositions.
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350 Second, we conducted TAMOC simulations of hypothetical 5 mm-diameter gas bubbles containing C1C3, 
351 (mole fractions of 81.3–91.8% methane, 5.8–9.6% ethane and 2.0–6.1% propane) at release depths 
352 ranging from 10 to 1500 m (Figures 5d–e, SI section S3). TAMOC predicts that gas bubble releases from 
353 >470 m water depth would condense into lightweight liquids (510–640 kg m-3) at heights of 210–410 m 
354 above the release point, which correspond to water depths of 1290 to 60 m (Figure 5d). By the time these 
355 gas bubbles underwent condensation (defined here as becoming >1% liquid by volume, or >2.946% liquid 
356 by mass), they had lost 45–99.6% of their initial C1–C3 mass to aqueous dissolution. These newly formed 
357 liquid droplets were smaller and denser. Bubbles released at shallower water depths bring increasing 
358 fractions of the total released C1–C3 to the sea surface with decreasing release depth: up to 89–92% for a 
359 release at 10-m water depth (Figure 5f). These results depend on the initial petroleum fluid composition, 
360 release depths, and initial bubble size (assumed here: 5 mm). However, overall, gas bubble condensation 
361 slows the upward ascent of C1C3 compounds and thereby increases their entrapment by aqueous 
362 dissolution in deep water, which can decrease or prevent the arrival of these compounds at the water 
363 surface.
364 We conclude that live oil droplets and gas bubbles in deep water can undergo aqueous dissolution of 
365 C1C3 compounds, fluid density changes, phase transitions (ebullition, condensation), and gas-oil phase 
366 transfer (repartitioning). These processes depend on the water depth of the release, initial size 
367 distributions of released droplets and bubbles, and released fluid composition. Releases with high flow 
368 rates (such as well blowouts) usually produce an initial multiphase momentum- and buoyancy-driven 
369 plume of oil, gas, and entrained seawater (simulated for Figure 4 but not for Figure 5), which may further 
370 influence the transport of petroleum fluids in the water column. Results of the present work demonstrate 
371 that these processes should be included in scenario models that are used to support risk assessment and 
372 emergency response for underwater releases of live oil and gas.
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375 Figure 1. (a) Schematic depiction of the experimental device used by Pesch et al.:23 an oil droplet is maintained stationary within 
376 a counter-current flow channel containing recirculated seawater under high pressure. A detailed description of the experimental 
377 set-up is provided in the original publication.23 (b) Photo taken during the last three minutes of laboratory experiment 2 of Pesch 
378 et al.23 before reaching atmospheric pressure (1.013 bar), for a droplet exposed to a decompression rate of 10 bar min-1 (absolute 
379 pressures are indicated). Panel (b) is reproduced from Pesch et al.23 with permission.  
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380
381 Figure 2. Simulated and experimental results for methane-saturated LSC oil droplets in experiments 1–3 of Pesch et al.23,37 (a) 
382 Relative diameter of oil droplets in experiments 1–3: TAMOC simulations (solid green line) are compared to laboratory 
383 observations of Pesch et al.23,37 (black crosses: the horizontal line displays the arithmetic average; the vertical line indicates the 
384 measured range spanned by 3 experiments). Also shown are results of TAMOC simulations with aqueous dissolution suppressed 
385 (red dashed line). (b) Absolute pressure within the experimental vessel (green line, decompression rate of 10 bar min-1) and 
386 simulated bubble point pressure at the experimental temperature of 20°C (purple line). Also see Fig. S13. (c) Modeled mass 
387 fractions of total methane in the experimental vessel: dissolved in seawater (blue line), dissolved in oil liquid (red line), and gaseous 
388 (orange line). (d) Modeled fractions of total volume of the droplet-bubble pair represented by oil liquid (red line) and gas (orange 
389 line). (e) Modeled oil density (red line, left axis), aggregate density of the bi-phasic droplet-bubble pair (green line, left axis), and 
390 gas-phase density (orange line, right axis). All panels: the grey-shaded areas indicate the period during which the vessel water 
391 was predicted by TAMOC to be over-saturated with gases, which would explain the spontaneous formation of a gas phase that is 
392 observed in the vessel water during the final minutes of the experiment (this phase transition was not simulated).
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393
394 Figure 3. Simulated and experimental results for methane-saturated LSC oil droplets in experiments 7–9 of Pesch et al.23,37 (a) 
395 Relative diameter oil droplets in experiments 7–9: TAMOC simulations (solid green line) are compared to laboratory observations 
396 of Pesch et al.23,37 (black crosses: the horizontal line displays the arithmetic average; the vertical line indicates the measured range 
397 spanned by 3 experiments). Also shown are results of TAMOC simulations with aqueous dissolution suppressed (red dashed line). 
398 (b) Absolute pressure within the experimental vessel (green line, decompression rate of 1 bar min-1) and simulated bubble point 
399 pressure at the experimental temperature of 20°C (purple line). Also see section S12. (c) Modeled mass fractions of total methane 
400 in the experimental vessel: dissolved in seawater (blue line), dissolved in oil liquid (red line), and gaseous (orange line). (d) Modeled 
401 fraction of total volume of the droplet-bubble pair represented by oil liquid (red line) and gas (orange line). (e) Modeled oil density 
402 (red line, left axis), aggregate density of the bi-phasic droplet-bubble pair (green line, left axis), and gas-phase density (orange 
403 line, right axis). All panels: the grey-shaded areas indicate the period during which the vessel water was predicted by TAMOC to 
404 be over-saturated with gases (final 28 s of the experiment), which may have led to the spontaneous formation of a gas phase 
405 during the final seconds of the experiment (this phase transition was not simulated). 
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406
407 Figure 4. TAMOC model predictions of oil droplets and gas bubbles released from the pared Macondo wellhead at 1505 m depth 
408 on June 8, 2010, of the Deepwater Horizon disaster. (a) Volume fraction of gas in initially-liquid live oil droplets during their ascent 
409 through the water column. Trajectories are shown for oil droplets having initial diameters ranging from 100 μm to 10 mm. (b) 
410 Volume fraction of gas in initially-gaseous bubbles during their upward trajectories through the water column, showing results 
411 for bubbles having initial diameters ranging from 333 μm to 10 mm. These simulations were conducted assuming non-circulating 
412 interfaces (“dirty”), consistent with the laboratory observations of Pesch et al.23 The trajectories of droplets and bubbles were 
413 modeled until they reached the sea surface; for cases in which the droplets/bubbles exhibited insufficient ascent velocities to 
414 escape the deep-water intrusion (900–1,300 m depth) within 10 h from their release, trajectories were simulated only until the 
415 deep-water intrusion depth. (c) Total extent of dissolution into the ambient water column, with respect to depth, for methane, 
416 ethane, propane, and a selection of larger aromatic hydrocarbons on June 8, 2010 (with SSDI), according to TAMOC (84% of the 
417 mass of Macondo dead oil was constituted of compounds having an aqueous solubility lower or equal to that of phenanthrene). 
418 All the aqueous dissolution happening within 1,500–900 m depth was channeled to the deep-water hydrocarbon-rich intrusion.
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422 Figure 5. Behaviors of simulated LSC live oil droplets (panels a–c) and gas bubbles (panels d–e), for releases at varying water 
423 depths ranging from 10 to 1500 m in the Gulf of Mexico, assuming a release of a LSC reservoir fluid containing 16.3% methane, 
424 3.64% ethane, and 3.58% propane by mass. The initial diameters of both the simulated droplets and bubbles were 5 mm. Their 
425 initial compositions were determined by a gas-oil equilibrium calculation at the temperature and pressure conditions prevailing 
426 at release depth (SI section S3). For gas bubbles, condensation is defined as the presence of >1% liquid by volume, i.e. 2.946% 
427 liquid by mass). The depicted mass fractions of the total released C1–C3 compounds within (c) droplets upon ebullition and (e) 
428 bubbles upon condensation are determined as: Cx mass in the droplet (or bubble) relative to Cx mass in the whole reservoir fluid.  
429 (f) The predicted total mass fractions of methane, ethane, and propane that arrive at the sea surface (i.e., the mass fraction not 
430 removed from oil droplets and gas bubbles by aqueous dissolution) for releases at varying water depths. On panel f, the dashed 
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435
436 Table 1. Comparison of TAMOC predictions with laboratory observations reported by Pesch et al.23,37 for live and dead oil droplets 
437 (Experiments 1–12). Also shown are model values when assuming suppressed aqueous dissolution of methane.
Experiment no. 1–3 4–6 7–9 10–12
Decompression rate, bar min-1 10 5 1 10
Average initial diameter dP,0 and range of values for the three replicate 









RMSEa of TAMOC-simulated dp values versus laboratory observations of 
Pesch et al.23
1.3% 1.3% 2.0% 1.8%
RMSEa,b of TAMOC-simulated dp values with suppressed aqueous 
dissolution versus laboratory observations of Pesch et al.23
104% 73% 70% –h
Relative volumec of final gas – Experimental valued 3.2–5.9 0.7–1.3 1.3–2.3 –h
Relative volumec of final gas – Simulated value (TAMOC)e 2.9 0.08 0.16 –h
Relative volumec of final gas – Value with suppressed aqueous dissolution 
of methane (TAMOC)f
89 89 89 –h
Fraction of methane that became aqueously dissolved during the 
experiment – Estimated from laboratory datag
93–96% 98–99% 97–98% –h
Fraction of methane that became aqueously dissolved during the 
experiment – Simulated (TAMOC)e
97% 99.8% 99.7% –h
438 a Root-mean-squared error (RMSE) values were calculated for all available observation data taken during the periods when vessel 
439 water was predicted by TAMOC to be under-saturated with dissolved gases (i.e., excluding gray-shaded areas on Figures 2a, 3a, 
440 and S8a). RMSE values are expressed as a percentage of the initial droplet diameter.
441 b The vessel water never becomes over-saturated with gases during the TAMOC simulation with suppressed aqueous dissolution 
442 of methane.
443 c Relative volume of final gas = gas volume at the end of the experiment divided by the initial live oil droplet volume at the start 
444 of the experiment. 
445 d For the experimentally-derived estimate, we assumed that the relative volume of final gas (Vgas) could be determined from the 
446 observed relative final volume of the bi-phasic droplet-bubble pair (Vend,tot) and the relative final volume of liquid dead oil (Vdead 
447 oil, deduced from observations) according to: Vgas = Vend,tot – Vdead oil, where Vend tot was determined by the relative diameter (ratio 
448 of measured diameter to the initial droplet diameter) of the droplet-bubble pair reported by Pesch et al.23,37 at the last 
449 measurement they performed. Values of Vdead oil are smaller than the initial droplet volume at the start of the experiment due to 
450 methane aqueous dissolution; Vdead oil was determined from the smallest relative diameter observed at any time point in the 
451 experiment by Pesch et al.,23,37 assuming that any subsequent diameter increase was caused by ebullition. The smallest relative 
452 diameter reported was 0.92±0.01, leading to Vdead oil = 0.779±0.025; this value is consistent with TAMOC predictions for 
453 experiments 1–9 (0.80–0.82).
454 e Simulated value at the end of the experiment of Pesch et al.23
455 f This result is based on two Peng-Robinson Equation-of-State (PR EOS) calculations of methane-saturated live oil at 20°C and 151 
456 and 1.01325 bar, respectively. Based on the first of these calculations, the initial methane content in the live oil at the beginning 
457 of the experiment of Pesch et al.23 was estimated to be 56.9 kg m-3, which is reasonably close to the 42.3 kg m-3 assumed by Pesch 
458 et al.23 based on laboratory data by Jaggi et al.76 for a similar light oil (methane-saturated Macondo dead oil). The second PR EOS 
459 calculation provided the gas and oil volumes after the mixture was brought to 1.01325 bar.
460 g This value was estimated as the calculated quantity of methane needed to reach the observed dP/dP,0 value at the last 
461 measurement in the experiment, based on a TAMOC gas-oil equilibrium calculation at 1.0 bar and 20°C. This calculation neglected 
462 the small amount of nitrogen and oxygen present in the gas and oil.
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472 Extended description of the TAMOC model; assumptions for the simulations of the Deepwater Horizon 
473 nearfield on June 8, 2010; assumptions for the simulation of live oil droplets and gas bubbles in the sea; 
474 quantitative evaluation of the phases driving mass transfer limitation; discussion of gas supersaturation 
475 in the vessel water of the experimental device of Pesch et al.;23 graphics of TAMOC simulation of 
476 experiments 1–3 of Pesch et al.23 with suppressed aqueous dissolution of methane; graphics of TAMOC 
477 simulation of experiments 4–6 and 10–12 of Pesch et al.;23 live and dead oil droplet ascent velocities; 
478 predicted vertical velocity of the plume during Deepwater Horizon; discussion of why the conditions 
479 selected for the experiments of Pesch et al.23 favored ebullition of the live oil droplets; comparison of 
480 phase behaviors for single-component versus multi-component fluids and simulated phase envelopes.
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